
 

 



 



The mind is a superb instrument if used rightly. Used wrongly, however, it becomes very 

destructive. To put it more accurately, it is not so much that you use your mind wrongly—you 

usually don't use it at all. It uses you.      

Ø  All the things that truly matter — beauty, love, creativity, joy, inner peace — arise from 

beyond the mind"     

Ø  Emotion arises at the place where mind and body meet. It is the body's reaction to your 

mind — or you might say, a reflection of your mind in the body Ø  Pain is inevitable as long as you 

are identified with your mind"    

The most common ego identifications have to do with possessions, the work you do, social status 

and recognition, knowledge and education, physical appearance, special abilities, relationships, 

person and family history, belief systems, and often also political, nationalistic, racial, religious, and 

other collective identifications. None of these is you.    

Ø  Death is a stripping away of all that is not you. The secret of life is to "die before you die" — 

and find that there is no death.   

Ø  When you are present, you can allow the mind to be as it is without getting entangled in it. The 

mind in itself is a wonderful tool. Dysfunction sets in when you seek your self in it and mistake it 

for who you are.       

Ø  Life is now. There was never a time when your life was not now, nor will there ever be =  

Ø  Nothing ever happened in the past; it happened in the Now. Nothing will ever happen in the 

future; it will happen in the Now.    

To be free of time is to be free of the psychological need of past for your identity and future for 

your fulfillment.     

Ø  Nothing that comes and goes is you;   "I am bored." Who knows this?;   "I am angry, sad, 

afraid." Who knows this?  ;   You are the knowing, not the condition that is known. Ø  When each 

thought absorbs your attention completely, it means you identify with the voice in your head. 

Thought then becomes invested with a sense of self. This is the ego, a mind-made "me." That 

mentally constructed self feels incomplete and precarious.  

When you make the present moment the focal point of your attention — instead of using it as a 

means to an end — you go beyond the ego and beyond the unconscious compulsion to use people as 

a means to an end, the end being self-enhancement at the cost of others. When you give your 

fullest attention to whoever you are interacting with, you take past and future out of the 

relationship, except for practical matters. When you are fully present with everyone you meet, you 

relinquish the conceptual identity you made for them — your interpretation of who they are and 

what they did in the past — and are able to interact without the egoic movements of desire and fear. 

Attention, which is alert stillness, is the key.   

  This inner alignment with Now is the end of suffering.    

  An essential part of the awakening is the recognition of the unawakened you, the ego as it 

thinks, speaks, and acts, as well as the recognition of the collectively conditioned mental processes 

that perpetuate the unawakened state  

  Unless you know the basic mechanics behind the workings of the ego, you won't recognize 

it, and it will trick you into identifying with it again and again  

No matter what you have or get, you won't be happy. You will always be looking for 
something else that  



promises greater fulfillment, that promises to make your incomplete sense of self complete and fill 

that sense of lack you feel within.   

                                                                                                             Eckhart Tolle 

 


